
Signeasy hits 100 million contract milestone

Strongly positioned as the leading eSignature and contract
workflow platform for innovative and fast-growing businesses.

NEWS RELEASE BY SIGNEASY

Businesses worldwide seek operational efficiency and improved team productivity.

Getting contracts signed, tracked, and managed efficiently can save time and effort for

any team in the organization. Helping businesses achieve this goal, leading eSignature

and contract workflow platform Signeasy is today announcing its milestone of

processing 100 million business contracts.
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Signeasy’s easy-to-use, modern, and secure platform has helped businesses like

Icelandair, Rappi, Sono Motors, Carta, Angellist, Truepill, Accor Hotels, and Airmeet

streamline and automate their contract workflows. It offers intuitive and advanced signing

workflows, centralized dashboards for provisioning and visibility across teams, robust

integrations, easy-to-integrate APIs, and world-class mobile apps.
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Sunil Patro, Founder and CEO at Signeasy, commented: “Over the last few years, our

platform has matured significantly to help businesses beyond their eSignature

requirements. Signeasy automates and streamlines contract workflows across various

functions like HR, sales, operations, and finance. The journey from an eSignature tool to

becoming an eSignature and Contract Workflow platform has been phenomenal.”
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According to IDC, the worldwide eSignature software market is expected to grow from

$2.3 billion in 2020 to $6.4 billion in 2025 at a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of

22.6%. Many business document workflows include reviewing, approving, and signing

contracts. This is especially true in HR, sales, finance, and operations departments, where

contracts and other agreements are frequently used. Signeasy helps businesses achieve

end-to-end digitally transformed business processes by replacing traditional paper-

based workflows. This results in greater operational efficiencies, improved customer

experience, and reduced transaction times.
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“Every contract has a story. It is either the beginning of a new relationship or an important

milestone for a business to make progress in its chosen direction. The fact that Signeasy is

now 100 million contracts strong makes us incredibly proud of the millions of customer

stories we have been part of. We thank all our customers, partners, investors, and

employees who have helped us achieve this milestone. We have just begun and are more

excited than ever on the rewarding journey to 1 billion contracts, hopefully, sooner.”

concluded Sunil Patro.

Company highlights (last 12 months)

Signeasy made it to Google Workspace’s 2022 ‘recommended apps’ list. This puts them in

the top 1% of 5000+ third-party apps in the global marketplace.

Signeasy was positioned as a “leader” for two years consecutively alongside DocuSign,

Dropbox Sign, and Adobe and was featured in the Aragon Globe for four years in a row.

Postman featured Signeasy’s eSignature APIs in their ‘New and Noteworthy’ list as an easy-

to-use, modern, and secure platform for developers to integrate eSignatures into their

applications.

IDC, the premier global market intelligence firm, collaborated with them to understand their

vision and published a vendor profile titled “eSignature and Document Transaction

Management with Signeasy.”
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About Signeasy

Signeasy is a leading eSignature and contract workflow platform to sign, send, and

manage critical business documents. 48,000 companies in over 100 countries use

Signeasy to simplify paperwork and increase efficiency across departments like Sales, HR,

Finance, Operations, etc. Signeasy is a recommended 2022 Google Workspace App and

integrates seamlessly with Office 365, Salesforce, Dropbox, and Box. Signeasy is highly

rated on customer satisfaction and product innovation by independent software review

sites and industry analysts, and its mobile apps consistently rank among the top 100

business apps on App Stores.
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